By direct quenching or post-annealing followed by quenching, we have successfully obtained a series of KxFe 2−y Se 2 samples with different properties. It is found that the samples directly quenched in the cooling process of growth show superconductivity and the one cooled with furnace is insulating even though their stoichiometries are similar. The sample cooled with furnace can be tuned from insulating to superconducting by post-annealing and then quenching. Based on the two points mentioned above, we conclude that the superconducting state in KxFe 2−y Se 2 is metastable, and quenching is the key point to achieve the superconducting state. The similar stoichiometries of all the non-superconducting and superconducting samples indicate that the iron valence doesn't play a decisive role in determining whether a KxFe 2−y Se 2 sample is superconducting. Combining with the result got in the KxFe 2−y Se 2 thin films prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), we argue that our superconducting sample partly corresponds to the phase without iron vacancies as evidenced by scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and the insulating sample mainly corresponds to the phase with the √ 5 × √ 5 vacancy order. Quenching may play a role of freezing the phase without iron vacancies.
Introduction
Since the discovery of superconductivity at 26 K in oxy-pnictide LaFeAsO 1−x F x [1] , enormous interests have been stimulated in the fields of condensed matter physics and material sciences. Among the several types of iron based superconductors with different structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , FeSe with the PbO structure has received special attention since its structure is simpler than other iron pnictide superconductors. However, the superconducting transition temperature (T c ) in iron chalcogenide compounds is not enhanced as high as other iron pnictide superconductors under ambient pressure until the superconductivity at above 30 K in K x Fe 2−y Se 2 is discovered [9] . The insulating and the superconducting state are both observed in K x Fe 2−y Se 2 with different stoichiometries and some groups have tuned the system from insulating to superconducting by varying the ratio of starting materials [10] [11] [12] . Here we give two new tuning methods: direct quenching or post-annealing followed by quenching. On one hand, by directly quenching at different furnace temperatures in the cooling process of growth we can get a series of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 samples with different superconducting properties, while the sample cooled with furnace slowly is non-superconducting but insulating. On the other hand, by post-annealing and then quenching we can tune the previous insulating K x Fe 2−y Se 2 sample into superconducting state again, which was discovered by us for the first time and confirmed by another group [15] . We also find that the tuning is reversible, since the superconducting state disappears about 20 days later and the insulating state comes out again in the post-annealed and quenched crystals. As mentioned above, we think that the quenching is important to the appearance of superconductivity and the superconducting state which needs to be frozen by quenching is metastable.
Sample preparation
By using the self-flux method, we successfully grown high-quality single-crystalline samples of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 . First FeSe powders were obtained by the chemical reaction method with Fe powders (purity 99.99%) and Se powders(purity 99.99%). Then the starting materials in the fixed ratio of K: FeSe = 0.8: 2 were placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz tube under vacuum. All the weighing, mixing, grounding and pressing procedures were finished in a glove box under argon atmosphere with the moisture and oxygen below 0.1 PPM. The contents were then heated up to 1030 o C for 3 hours. Subsequently the furnace was cooled down to 750 o C at a rate of 5 o C/h. Below 750 o C, the sample cooled with furnace was kept in furnace and cooled down slowly to room temperature while the directly quenched samples were took out from furnace and quenched in air at different furnace temperatures. We cleaved some crystals from the previous sample cooled with furnace in the glove box, put them in a one-end-sealed quartz tube, and sealed the other end of the quartz tube with a closed valve. The valve was then connected with pump and opened under vacuum. To protect the crystals from heat, the quartz tube was wrapt with wet paper. All these made the quartz tube sealing procedure be performed with the crystals not exposed to air and not heated. After tube sealing, a post-annealing procedure is carried out on the crystals (enclosed in the evacuated quartz tube) with a heating plate at different temperatures for 1 hour and then the crystals were rapidly removed from the heating stage.
Experimental data and discussion
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of our samples were carried out on a M ac − Science MXP18A-HF equipment with a scanning range of 10 • to 80 • and a step of 0.01 • . The DC magnetization measurements were done with a superconducting quantum interference device (Quantum Design, SQUID, MPMS-7T). The resistance data were collected using a four-probe technique on the Quantum Design instrument physical property measurement system (Quantum Design, PPMS-9T) with magnetic fields up to 9 T. The electric contacts were made using silver paste at room temperature. The data acquisition was done using a DC mode of the PPMS, which measures the voltage under an alternative DC current and the sample resistivity is obtained by averaging these signals at each temperature. In this way the contacting thermal power is naturally removed. The temperature stabilization was better than 0.1% and the resolution of the voltmeter was better than 10 nV.
Direct quenching
In Fig.1 we show the temperate dependence of dc magnetization for the sample cooled with furnace and the samples directly quenched at about 200 o C, 300 o C, and 400 o C, respectively. The measurements were carried out under a magnetic field of 50 Oe in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) processes with the field parallel to the ab-plane. Paramagnetic signal is observed in the sample cooled with furnace and there is not diamagnetization in the low temperature regime. A weak diamagnetic signal, which is corresponding to superconductivity, appears below about 28 K in the sample directly quenched at 200 o C. When the quenching temperature increases to above 300 o C, strong diamagnetic signals appear below about 31.5 K. We find that the quenching temperature has an important influence on the diamagnetization signal. In sharp contrast to it, we find that the transition temperature does not strongly depend on the quenching temperature since the diamagnetization signals all appear below 28-32 K in the samples directly quenched at 200 o C, 300 o C, and 400 o C. By electrical resistivity measurements we find that the non-superconducting sample cooled with furnace has a insulating behavior, as shown in in the top panel of Fig.2 . The sample directly quenched at 200 o C has a superconducting transition at 32.5 K and a hump-like anomaly at 150 K in the curve of ρ(T). The sample directly quenched at 300 o C and 400 o C is also superconducting with the same T c as the sample directly quenched at 200 o C and the hump-like anomaly shifts to about 250 K. We find that the absolute value of resistivity decreases with the quenching temperature increasing from 200 to 400 o C, which is a strong support to that K x Fe 2−y Se 2 is a phase-separation system composed of a metallic phase and a insulating phase.
We perform magnetization and resistivity measurements for several times and find both the magnetization and the resistivity results are reproducible, which indicates that the insulating property in the sample cooled with furnace and the superconductivity in the directly quenched samples is bulk. To investigate what effect the quenching procedure has on the K x Fe 2−y Se 2 samples and why the superconductivity appears, we carried out X-ray diffractions on these samples and used inductively coupled plasma (ICP) to determine the stoichiometries of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 samples.
As shown in Fig.3 , the peaks from the (00l) reflections are still very sharp, indicating excellent crystalline quality. And we hardly find very obvious shifting among these peaks. However, the peaks marked by the asterisks in the samples directly quenched seem to shift closer to the nearby (008) and (0010) peaks than in the sample cooled with furnace, which possibly indicates the two weak peaks come from a super-lattice of iron vacancies order and the phase with iron vacancies order peters out after quenching. We find that the actual compositions and the iron valences of all the four samples are very similar to each other. It is noteworthy that the iron valences are all located at the non-superconducting region in the electronic and magnetic phase diagram of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 as a function of iron valence [12] . Based on this point, we think that the phase diagram as a function of iron valence didn't solve the problem what determines K x Fe 2−y Se 2 to be superconducting or not. There must be a more essential factor working effect instead of iron valence. We notice that different groups including our group got different results even though they prepared samples in a same [13, 14] respectively. The iron valences of the two samples were also located at the nonsuperconducting region in the electronic and magnetic phase diagram. The phase diagram makers reported that their K 0.8 Fe 2 Se 2 sample was also superconducting and had an actual composition of K 0.73 Fe 1.67 Se 2 . In sharp contrast to their results, we never see superconductivity in not quenched samples when the nominal composition is K 0.8 Fe 2 Se 2 as well and the actual composition is similar to one of the actual compositions reported by other groups, K 0.78 Fe 1.70 Se 2 . In consideration of these different results, we think that the property of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 is sensitive to preparation conditions. Many conditions such as the quality of quartz tube and the warm-keeping performance of furnace all have influences on the property of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 . For instance, the different actual compositions of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 among the samples prepared by different groups may be caused by the different qualities of quartz tubes which make different loss of K in amount. The different transport properties of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 even among the samples not quenched with similar actual compositions may be caused by the different warm-keeping performances of furnaces which make different cooling rates after the furnaces are turned off. We control the preparation conditions consistent, so our result is repeatable, credible and not contradictory to other different experimental results. When the annealing and quenching temperature increases to above 300 o C, diamagnetic signals begin to appear below about 26 K. We find that the annealing and quenching temperature has an important influence on the diamagnetization signal like the condition of direct quenching. However, the diamagnetic signals of the crystals post-annealed and then quenched are not as strong as the ones of the samples directly quenched under the same quenching temperatures. By electrical resistivity measurements we find that the post-annealed and quenched crystals' transport characters are getting different from the No.1 sample, as shown in Fig.5 . The crystal after post-annealing and quenching at 200 o C has a semiconducting/insulating behavior from 30 to 300 K and the resistivity drops when the temperature decreases below 30 K. The dropping may imply that more metallic phase is achieved corresponding to the superconductivity. The crystal post-annealed and quenched at 300 o C has been tuned to superconducting state and there is a hump-like anomaly at 155 K in the curve of ρ(T). The crystal post-annealed and quenched at 400 o C is also superconducting and the hump-like anomaly shifts to about 250 K. We also find that the absolute value of resistivity decreases with increasing the quenching temperature from 200 to 400 o C.
We also carried out X-ray diffraction on these crystals. As shown in Fig.6 , the peaks from the (00l) reflections are still very sharp after annealing. We still hardly find very obvious shifting among these peaks. And the peaks marked by the asterisks seem to shift closer to the nearby (008) and (0010) quenching. This feature is similar to the case of direct quenching.
Surprisingly, the crystals post-annealed and quenched lost their superconducting characters after a period of time, for example, 20 days later. In this period the crystals were always kept in the argon atmosphere. As shown in Fig.7 , after 20 days, the strong diamagnetization signal has disappeared and the insulating state comes out again in the No.7 crystal. Obviously, the superconducting state tuned from the insulating state by post-annealing and quenching is unstable. However, there is no time dependence of superconductivity observed in our directly quenched samples and reported by other groups, which suggests that the freezing effect of postannealing and quenching is temporary and less effective than directly quenching.
Conclusions
In summary, we find that the samples directly quenched in the cooling process of growth show superconducting while the one cooled with furnace is insulating, and the latter can be tuned from insulating to superconducting by post-annealing and then quenching. In addition, the actual compositions and the iron valences of all the non-superconducting and superconducting samples are very similar to each other since we fixed the nominal stoichiometries in preparing process. Based on the two factors, we conclude that the superconducting state in K x Fe 2−y Se 2 is metastable, and quenching is the key point to achieve the superconducting state. The similar stoichiometries of all the non-superconducting and superconducting samples also indicate that the iron valence doesn't play a decisive role in determining whether a K x Fe 2−y Se 2 sample is superconducting. Our result in resistivity indicates that K x Fe 2−y Se 2 is a phase-separation system composed of a metallic phase and a insulating phase. Our XRD results suggest that there is a super-lattice of iron vacancies order in this system and the phase with iron vacancies is less in the superconducting samples than in the insulating samples. All these results give a support to the Mössbauer result reported before that the superconductivity in K x Fe 2−y Se 2 comes from a minority phase which does not have large moment and the long range magnetic order belongs to a non-superconducting majority phase [16] . Combining with the result obtained in the K x Fe 2−y Se 2 thin films prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [17] , we argue that our superconducting sample partly corresponds to the phase without iron vacancies as seen by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and the insulating sample mainly corresponds to the phase with √ 5 × √ 5 iron vacancy order. Quenching may play a role of freezing the phase without iron vacancies. Therefore, whether the K x Fe 2−y Se 2 sample contains the phase without iron vacancies is more essential to achieve superconductivity, instead, the iron valence does not play an important role. By varying the ratio of starting materials to tune the iron valence or quenching a sample with fixed stoichiometry are both effective to obtain the superconducting state. There is, perhaps a difference, that the superconducting state tuned by varying the ratio of starting materials is more stable, while the superconducting state frozen by quenching is metastable.
